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There is a certain appropriateness in the fact that I have been
asked to address you on this occasion. At the end of this month I
am retiring from the faculty of Yale after thirty years of service.
Therefore I am in a sense a member of the graduating class. I can
share your feeling in the close of a period spent as a partner in the
life of a great university; and in the opening of the new vistas which
lie ahead at every pass over the mountain ranges which divide the
journey of life. I can speak to you as one of yourselves.
For periods varying from one or two years for the public health
students, to three years or four years or seven or eight years for
the medical students, and to thirty years in my own case, you and I
have shared in a common experience. We have lived in a society
of scholars which has existed here in Connecticut for nearly two and
a half centuries and which carries on a tradition reaching back to
Oxford and Cambridge and Leyden and Paris, toPadua and Bologna
and Salerno, even to the Academy of Plato and the Lyceum of
Aristotle. Among all the institutions which have evolved in the
history of human society the university combines the elements of
permanence in aim and change in method more perfectly than
any other.
What is this institution-this university-in which you and I
have lived together, and worked together, and grown together?
What has it given to us? What has it challenged us to give back
in return?
Since we in this room represent one of the technological disci-
plines which form a part of the wider university life, I should place,
first of all, among the gifts we have received those tools of science
which broaden ourpower to observe and to record the phenomena of
nature and of man. Observation is the basis of science; and science
makes observation possible on levels which are almost unbelievable.
We were born with eyes and ears, but their range is limited. With
the stethoscope, we can hear the inaudible. With the microscope,
we can see the invisible. With the magic of the x-ray, we can
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penetrate the depths of the human body, and with the use of radio-
active elements, we can trace the path of individual particles of
matter through its tissues. With the chemical balance and the
spectroscope we can anatomize the molecule or the star. Radar
promises to revolutionize the techniques of cardiology. With the
indirect procedures of experimental physiology, it was possible to
determine quantitatively the vitamin content of a particular food,
even before the actual composition of the vitamin itself was known.
The university has placed these miraculous instruments of observa-
tion at our disposal and has increased a thousandfold our powers
of vision.
Observation is, however, only the basis of science, not science
itself. We must think about what we observe. We must analyze
and classify and interpret. The second gift of the university to us
is the great stream of human thought as preserved in the printed
word. It is of major significance that the symbol of the establish-
ment of this university was the contribution by the founding pastors
of the books which were placed by them on thetable at the parsonage
in Saybrook in 1701.
There is something to me almost sacred about an ancient book-
or about a modern book which has in it the potency of living so that
it may become an ancient book. I have before me on this desk one
of the oldest printed volumes in this precious library which sur-
rounds us. It is the first edition of the Conciliator by Peter of
Albano, published at Mantua in 1472, and one of the great medical
works of all time.
Is it not thrilling to realize that these pages which lie under
my hand in 1945 have for nearly five hundred years been pored
over by scholars, that these beautifully printed words have stimu-
lated in the brains of twenty generations currents of thought which
have led us on to new conceptions and new syntheses? The entire
fruit of the speculation and of the aspiration of men is embodied in
the printed word and this treasury of human thought the university
has placed at our disposal.
There is one more gift of the university which is even more
distinctive than its tools of research and its tools of thought. A
university is more than laboratories and libraries. It is a brother-
hood of scholars. I see in it no sharp line between teacher and
pupil. Men and women, older and younger, we have been together
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trying better to understand this world of which we form a part.
In thelaiboratory, at ward rounds, in theseminar, we pursue together
the fascinating trails of knowledge, we discipline our minds in
rigorous analysis, we mutually stimulate the creative imagination
from which new syntheses emerge. The only difference between
us is that I have had the fortune to live this good life for a period
of thirty years.
To some of you-particularly in the medical class-this picture
of the academic life may seem remote from actuality. The pressure
of time and the urgent necessity ofpassing National Board examina-
tions have blurred the underlying educational ideal. We must
never forget the difference between training and education. We
can train a vine to grow espalier-fashion on a wall. Only a man
can be educated. For education means the development of a sense
of broad relationships and of the power to deal with those relation-
ships. The wider the vision and the power, the more nearly com-
plete is the education. I recall, at a meeting of medical students
some years ago, that Henry Sigerist asked his audience how many
newspapers they read every day. They replied that they had no
time to read newspapers. "Why," said Sigerist, "every European
student reads a radical paper at breakfast and a middle-of-the-road
paper at lunch and a conservative paper after dinner. How else
can he knowabout the society in which helives andwhich he serves?"
We, in the United States, had such a cultural ideal in the early days
of the Republic. Van Wyck Brooks, in The World of Washington
Irving shows us that at the dawn of the nineteenth century our fore-
fathers were not only competent farmers but scholars and statesmen
and artists and philosophers. Jefferson was "a fine musician, a skill-
ful draughtsman, an architect and a mathematician, a naturalist,
astronomer and physicist." Buffon, after disputing with him, con-
cluded that he should have sought his advice before publishing the
great Histoire naturelle. Jefferson wrote "an epistolary essay on
the pronunciation of Greek, composing it partly in Spanish; for he
had taken great pains with this; feeling that Spanish was important
for Americans. He foresaw the future relations between his
country and Spanish America, and he hoped for a Pan-American
hemisphere of freedom."
The complex developments of science and technology have made
the attainment of such culture as this extremely difficult today; and
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this is particularly true in medicine. The necessity of cramming
for examinations loads the curriculum with so much detail that
training predominates and education lags behind. Knowledge of
diagnostic signs and surgical procedures does not, by itself, tend to
produce Welches and Oslers and Cushings.
This is a matter which deserves the serious consideration of my
colleagues of the Faculty, in the coming years. No satisfactory
answer can, I think, be found until group practice rather than indi-
vidual practice becomes the prevailing form of medical service.
The university can educate an engineer in the fundamentals of
science because no one expects the engineer to build a Tri-Borough
Bridge the first year he graduates. Only when it is understood
that the medical licentiate will normally continue his practical train-
ing as a member of a group of professional colleagues can time be
provided so that the medical student in his four years may receive
a truly basic education in the fundamentals of physiology and path-
ology and psychology, and in the science of the social order in which
he is to serve.
These handicaps, under which medical education suffers, have,
of course, been greatly increased by the war-time accelerated pro-
gram. You have lost not one-fourth of your period of productive
education but far more than that. There is so much basic and
essential, but not truly educational, material which must be mas-
tered that the proportion of loss with respect to the most fruitful
aspects of your course is very high.
I am not, however, weeping with you over your sad fate. We
have all heard that there is a war on. You young men in medicine
are far more fortunate than most of your generation. You are to
serve your coun-try in the great world conflict, but you are permitted
to do so in the direct line of your chosen profession. What I am
urging is that your education is incomplete; and that it is your
responsibility to complete it. The same thing is, of course, true for
all of us. I hope to continue my own education after July first.
We may hope, I think, that you have received at least some of
the raw material out of which a liberal education can be built.
Those of you who go into active military service will have days and
weeks of utterly demanding intensive effort. You will also have
days and weeks of tedious waiting. Such periods can be used to
sort out and correlate and understand what you have learned about
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the body and mind of man, what you have at least glimpsed of the
social framework in which man functions. On the deck of a battle-
ship under the stars, in a base hospital on some Pacific island, you
can ask yourself the fateful question put by H. G. Wells "What are
you all for, you little people? What are you all for anyway?"
You can build for yourselves the philosophy which, in the last
analysis, each human being must evolve from his innate powers
and potentialities.
Fifty-two years ago, my own teacher William T. Sedgwick,
(1877S) in an address delivered at the Sheffield Scientific School,
quoted Arnold's statement that "The ideal of a general liberal train-
ing is to carry us to a knowledge of ourselves and of the world"';
and Sedgwick added "Among the many definitions of a liberal
education this seems to me the best and wanting only in the element
of action or power."
This gap in the formulation of a full educational ideal, Arnold
filled in another place. In his essay on "Culture and Anarchy" he
says, "there is of culture another view, in which not solely the
scientific passion, the sheer desire to see things as they are, natural
and proper in an intelligent 'being, appears as the ground of it.
There is a view in which all the love of our neighbour, the impulses
toward action, help, and beneficence, the desire for removing human
error, clearing human confusion, and diminishing human misery,
the noble aspiration to leave the world better and happier than we
found it,-motives eminently such as are called social,-come in
as part of the grounds of culture, and the main and pre-eminent
part. Culture is then properly described not as having its origin
in curiosity, but as having its origin in the love of perfection; it is
a study ofperfection." And he adds; "there is no better motto which
it can have than these words of Bishop Wilson: 'To make reason
and the will of God prevail.'"
I quoted a part of this passage in an address on the occasion of
my graduation from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology in
1898. I quote it again on the occasion of our mutual graduation
from Yale University in 1945.
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